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Abstract
SOME RESULTS IN REPRESENTABLE
BANACH SPACES
MIGUEL A . CANELA
Some results are presented, concerning aclass of Banach spaces introduced
by G . Godefroy and M . Talagrand, the representable Banach spaces . The
main aspects considered here are the stability in forming tensor products,
and the topological properties of the weak * dual unitball .
This note deals with some results on a class of Banach spaces introduced by
G. Godefroy and M . Talagrand in [7], the representable Banach spaces . We
begin by recalling some concepts .
First, a Hausdorff topological space is said to be analytic if it is a continuous
image of the irrationals . A measurable space is said to be a Souslin space if it
is Borel isomorphic to some space (A, E), where A is a subset of the real line
and E is the u-algebra of the Borel subsets of A.
Let X be a normed space, and D a subset of its dual X* . D is said to be
norming if
x -->
	
sup{1 x* (x) 1 : x* E D}
defines a norm equivalent to the given one . If X admits a countable norming
set D C X*, we say that X is a space of countable type . In this case we can
consider the topology uD of pointwise convergente on the points of D, which
is a metrizable topology on X. We say that X is a representable normed space
if there is a countable norming set D C X* such that (X, uD) is analytic . If
(X, uD) is analytic for every such D, we say that X is universally representable .
These spaces have been introduced in [7], where some questions about them
are discussed.
A Hausdorfftopological space E is said to be angelic when for every relatively
countably compact subset A C E the following holds : a) A is relatively com-
pact, and b) every closure point x E Á is the limit of a sequence contained in A .
The fundamental facts about angelic spaces can be found in [5] . A remarkable
class of angelic compact spaces, the Rosenthal compacts, has been studied by
Godefroy in [6] . A compact Hausdorff space is said to be a Rosenthal compact
when it is homeomorphic to a subset of Bl (I), the space of first class functions
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on the irrationals, endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence . Such a
compact space is angelic, according to a celebrated result of Bourgain, Fremlin
and Talagrand (see [1]) . If K is a Hausdorf separable compact space, C(K)
is universally representable if and only if K is a Rosenthal compact . This is
equivalent to the fact that for every countable dense subset D C K, the uni-
formity induced by K on D is analytic as a subset of {0,1}D x D ([6, Theorem
4]) . Similar problems have been studied in [3] .
A. Gulisahvili ([8]) has considered the following property for a Banach space
X: If (S2, E) is a measurable space and f: SZ -> X is totally scalarly measur-
able, then f is scalarly measurable. This property will be labelled as property
D.
We start the exposition by the following result, which is easy to prove, and
probably known to the reader :
Lemma 1. Let X be a normed space. Then X has countable type if and
only if X can be renormed in such a way that the closed dual unit ball is weak*
separable.
Lemma 2. Let X be a (universally representable normed space, and X be
its completion . Then X is a (universally representable Banach space .
Proof- Take a countable norming set D C X* . We can suppose that (X, aD )
is analytic and that D is weak* dense in BX . . The closed unit ball BX of X is
closed in (X, aD ), and hence analytic . The map zp : X x (BX )' -> X defined
by
(x, {xn}n) > x + E 2-n xn
n=1
is surjective and continuous for the topology UD . Therefore (X, uD) is ana-
lytic .
If A is a total subset of a Banach space X and D C X* is a countable norming
set such that (A, UD) is analytic, the linear span of A is analytic ([9, V.1.A.])
and we can apply the preceding Lemma to obtain :
Corollary 3 . If X is a Banach space which admits a total subset A C X
and a countable norming set D C X* such that (A, UD) is analytic, then X
is representable . If (A,UD) is analytic for every such D (A fixed), then X is
universally representable .
Corollary 4 . Let K be a separable Hausdorf compact space, and suppose
that there is a subset A C C(K) which separates the points of K and such
that (A,UD ) is analytic for every countable dense subset D C K. Then D is a
Rosenthal compact.
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Proof.
The algebra generated by A and the constant functions is dense by
the
Stone-Weierstrass theo em, and the preceding Corollary can be applied to
this
case
.
To check tha this alge ra is alytic for QD is a routine
.
We
give n w a h c rization of the u iversally epresentable Banach spaces
which
exte ds Th o em 6 of [7]
:
Proposition
5
.
L t X b a repres ntab e Ba ach space
.
The following are
equivalent :
(i)
X is unive sally r p sentabl
.
(ii)
doe not con ai any co of 11([0,1])
.
(iii)
* is eak* a gelic
.
(iv)
BX
"
w a * sequentially compact
.
(v) BX . s
Rose hal comp ct f r he w k* to ology
.
(vi)
can b enorm d n su h a way at the clo d dual unit ba l is a
separable
h nt
.
(vi¡)
ha pr p r y D
.
Proof.
first t re assertions re equival nt by the The r m 6 of [7]
.
(i)===~>
(vi) n r X a such w y tha t e c ose dual unit ball i
weak*
parabl , a d k countabl dens subse n this b ll
.
(X, UD)
analytic,
a t p ints of D ca e co si r n inuo s r a f ions on
this
spac
.
By (iii), th po n s f he b ll c n be s d r s real functions
on
(X, uD) wh ch e p i wise limit of eque c s of ntin o s functions,
Le . functions
of h firs B ire las
. (X,
uD is a c ti u s im ge f the
irrationals,
nd h cl s d u it dual b l h m om rp i , for h we k*
topology,
t a c mp c set of f rst B class f ction on he irr t onal
.
(vi) (v)
Trivi l
.
(v) (iii)
By e ul of [1] men on in o c
.
(iii) (iv)
E y mp ng i pac is s que ti l y compac (
Chapter
III of [5])
.
(iii) (vi¡)
I i r u Guli a vi i ([8])
.
(vi¡) (ii)
Cl s d su s obvious nh rit pr pe ty D, d Gul a -
hvili
h s sh w t 1([0,1]) d es no h ve h p op ty D
.
(iv)
==> ( ) If 11([0,1]) C X, t un t b l of l,,, ([0,1]) is con n d
weak*-weak*
n u us m ge x
.
The
follow g C ro c n b ea ily ob ed fr m P p siti 5
:
Corollary
6
.
Le X b a v r l y re n bl Ban sp ce, a d Y C X
a
clo ed subspa e w is rep e b e B p e
.
Then Y s un ver ly
representable .
Corollary
7
.
L K b a pa l Ro a c pac and K' pr
sentable
com t sp , nd upp s th th r xi ts a s rjecti
f :
K --> K'
.
en K' s a Ro h l c mpac
.
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Remark. Godefroy ([6]) has constructed an example of a separable Rosen-
thal compact with a continuous image which is not representable . Thus, the
assumption of the representability of Y in Corollary 6 is not superfluous .
Corollary 8. Let X, Y be representable Banach spaces, and suppose that
there is a bounded linear operator T: X -) Y with dense range. If X is
universally representable, then Y is universally representable.
Proof. T* : Y* ) X* is one-one and weak*-weak* continuous . It suffices
to use condition (iii) in Proposition 5 and the angelic lemma.
If X is a Banach space, we denote by Cyl(X) the cylindrical u- algebra on
X, generated by the furictionals of X*, which is known to coincide with the
Baire a-algebra of (X, weak) ([4, theorem 2.3]) . If D C X* is a countable
norming set, we can suppose that D is weak* dense in the closed unit ball of
X* for an equivalent norm on X. Thus we can reproduce the argument of [6,
Theorem 9] to obtain :
Proposition 9 . Let X be a Banach space of countable type . The following
are equivalent :
(i) X is universally representable .
(ii) (X, Cyl (X)) is a Souslin measurable space.
A statement which is analogous to (i) ==> (vi) of Proposition 5 can be made
for representable Banach spaces :
Proposition 10. Let X be a Banach space of countable type . The following
are equivalent :
(i) X is representable .
(ii) X can be renormed in such a way that the closed unit ball of X* admits,
for the weak* topology, a dense countable subset on which it induces an analytic
uniformity .
Proof. (i) == :> (ii) Let D C X* be a countable norming set, with (X, QD )
analytic . Replacing D by its rational absolutely convex hull does not change
the topology QD, and we can renorm X in such a way that D is weak* dense
in the ball BX . . Consider now the map
defined by
V5 : (X, uD) x N ) {0,1}D
. D
iP(x,k) = {x*, y*) E D x D : Ix * (x) - y * (x)1 C k-1 }
whose range is a sub-base of the uniformity induced by (BX . , weak*) on D. By
means of the methods of [3] the analyticity of this uniformity can be obtained,
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remarking that ip is a Borel map . (ii) ==>(i) Suppose X renormed in such a
way. By virtue of [6, lemma 2], C((BX  weak*)) is aD-analytic . It is easy to
see that (BX , uD) is homeomorphic to a closed subset of this analytic space,
and hence (X, uD) is analytic .
Remark . Is the converse implication valid? If the answer is yes, it is easy
to check that the assumption on the representability of X is not necessary for
the implication (vi)==> (i) of Proposition 5 .
Now, we state our main result :
Proposition 11 . Let X, Y be Banach spaces . Then:
l If X, Y both have countable type, X®E Y has countable type .
(ii) If X, Y are representable, XI, Y is representable, and it is universally
representable if and only if X, Y are both universally representable .
Proof: (i) By Lemma 1, we can suppose that Bx- and By . admit subsets
D C Bx- E C Bx- which are countable and weak* dense . The identity
supfl<x*®y* , z>1 :x* ED,y*ED,y*EE}=
= sup {) <x* ® y* ,z > 1 : 1Ix * [I < 1, ¡¡y* II < 1}
shows us that the set G = D ® E is norming for the e topology in X ® Y .
(ii) By Corollary 3, it suffices to prove the existente of a countable norming
set G C (X®E Y)' and a total subset A C X®Y such that (A, uG) is analytic .
We take D, E, as in (i), with (X, aD ), (Y, uE) analytic, and we put G = D ® E.
Actually, we only need to remark that the canonical bilinear map X: X x Y -->
X ® Y defined by X (x, y) = x ® y is (aD x uE, uG)-continuous .
Suppose that Bx- and By. are separable Rosenthal compacts for the weak*
topology. Then Bx- x By . is a separable Rosenthal compact for the product
topology, and C(BX. xBy - ) is universally representable . We finish by recalling
that X®E Y is isometrically isomorphic to a closed subspace of C(BX . x By . )
and by using Corollary 6 . The only if assertion follows directly from Corollary
6 . i
The representation of a space of vector-valued continuous functions on a
compact space as an c tensor product gives us directly :
Corollary 12 . Let K be a separable compact Hausdorff space, and X a
Banach space . Then:
(il If K has countable type, C(K, X) has countable type .
(ii) If K, X are representable, C(K, X) is representable, and it is univer-
sally representable if and only if K is a Rosenthal compact and X is repre-
sentable .
Finally, we give a result for operator spaces :
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Proposition 13 . Let X be a separable Banach space, Y a Banach 'space,
and B(X,Y) the space of bounded linear operators of X into Y . Then:
(i) If Y has countable type, B(X,Y) has countable type .
(ii) If Y is representable, B(X,Y) is representable .
Proof: (i) Let D C BX be a countable dense subset, and suppose that there
is a subset E C BY . which is countable and weak* dense . Each pair (x, y*) E
E D x E defines an element of the unit ball BB(X,Y) . through T É--> y* (Tx),
and it is easy to see that the set G of there elements is norming for B(X,Y) .
(ii) Take D, E as above, and suppose that (Y, uD) is analytic . Define G as
above and consider the map T i-~ {Tx}=ED which is a homeomorphism of
BB (X ,Y) onto a subset of YD when BB (X,Y) is endowed with the topology uD
and Y with QE . It suffices to see that, this subset is closed . For this, take a
sequence {T,,},, in BB (X,Y) and suppose that a map T satisfies
QE - lim Tn x=Tx
n- oo
for every x E D. E separates the points of Y, and we can extend T to a linear
operator defined on the linear span Xo of D, such that the preceding zelation
holds for x E Xo . Then T (BXj C BY .
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